[The importance of radionuclide tests in postop monitoring of patients with differentiated thyroid cancer].
The results of postoperative dynamic examination of 270 patients with differentiated cancer (DC) of thyroid gland (TG) using radionuclide method were analysed. In 74.7% of patients the residual TG tissue was revealed, in 21.8%--the cancer metastases in cervical and mediastinal lymph nodes, in 2.6%--the distant metastases. Inradicalicity of the 1st operation in 14.1% of patients had caused the necessity of the reoperation performance in 43.1% of them. The radioiodine therapy performance after the operation was indicated in 65.5% of patients with DCTG, the distance radiation therapy--in 1.1%. The necessity of performance of postoperative radionuclide monitoring in patients with DCTG was established.